
COMMUNICATIONS TIPS
FOR THE 2020-2021 ACADEMIC YEAR



Veteran agency leader Barbara Goldberg and Account Director Lesli Cartaya Franco have 
counseled an array of academic clients, including public institutions, private universities, 
trade schools and foundations located across the country. With a combined 40+ years’ experience, 
their unique brand of creative thinking and out-of-the-box tactics regularly produce results that 

move the enrollment needle for their clients.

HIGHER EDUCATION SURVIVED A PRECARIOUS SPRING SEMESTER, 

BUT COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES ARE NOT OUT OF THE WOODS YET. 

Institutions must balance the need for connection with concerns for the health and safety of 
students, faculty, sta� and the surrounding community. Now, more than ever, it’s crucial to 

stay one step ahead.

HOW CAN YOU BEST BE PREPARED FOR WHAT’S TO COME?

BARBARA GOLDBERG

CEO & Founding Partner

LESLI CARTAYA FRANCO

Account Director



FALL SEMESTER

IDENTIFY ALLIES

Create direct lines of communication between 
your president, legal counsel, faculty union 
president and student life leaders to ensure your 
messaging is in line with leadership priorities.

RANK MESSAGING IN ORDER 
OF PRIORITY

What messages are critical for your communities 
to know vs. what messages are important to 
your leadership?

PLAN FOR WORST-CASE SCENARIOS

When the time arrives, speed and responsiveness 
will be paramount. Create your communications 
toolkit now to have on hand when the time comes.

REASSESS BUDGETS

Reallocate advertising budget to accommodate 
new priorities (socially distanced signage and 
TV commercials); consider shifting outdoor 
ad spends to digital platforms.

BE VISIBLE

Create ways to connect with your audiences by 
leaning into social media. Increase frequency
by using UGC, address concerns head on,
and provide valuable information in entertaining
and engaging ways.

BEFRIEND MEDIA 
Embattled media are experiencing furloughs 
and minimal crews. Find common ground 
between their desire to cover important stories 
with the needs of your institution.

PLAN NOW 

Use the fall semester to plan your Spring  
“comeback” by identifying admissions 
priorities for strapped promotional budgets.



SPRING SEMESTER

INVEST/REINFORCE CMS 

The new generation of students will change 
the way institutions communicate and promote 
enrollments. Invest or reinforce CMS platforms 
now to generate accurate trend data.

BE PERSONAL 

Vulnerability and transparency will continue to 
be important characteristics throughout the fall 
and spring semesters.

NOW’S THE TIME FOR YOUR 
PRESIDENT TO BE VISIBLE

Use your president to reinforce priorities for 
the spring semester through editorial board 
meetings and virtual desk side conversations 
with key media.

REFRESH YOUR PR PLAYBOOK 

Take advantage of annual observances and 
holidays by creating new and unique media 
opportunities (e.g. National Nurses Week, 
Teacher Appreciation Week).

CELEBRATE IN A BIG WAY 

Most likely, spring will be the first in-person 
graduation. Make a big deal and invest in 
creating a memorable celebration; consider 
inviting previous graduates to walk.



LONG-TERM IMPACTS

While COVID-19 will eventually subside, its 
e�ects will have a long tail. Create a long-term 
plan to address important challenges or 
deficiencies from this academic year.

BEGIN WITH A BLANK SLATE

Today's college students have already dealt 
with their share of challenges.

The 2008 economic recession clouded their 
youth, school shootings dominated middle 
and high school, and a pandemic has them 
quarantined during young adulthood.

CONSIDER THREE MAIN THEMES

1.  Mental health will be a top priority 
 for students and faculty.

2. Personal well-being, self-care, and 
 life-balance will be motivators for 
 recruiting and enrollment.

3. Academic excellence will be an
 important topic. Virtual education 
 and part-time coursework threaten 
 the value of higher ed.

FUTURE CONSIDERATIONS



For more information contact Lesli Cartaya Franco at:

lfranco@oandgpr.com | 954.964.9098 | ext.1114 


